Mitsubishi's Three-Tonne Towing Range
For serious pulling power the Triton 4WD ute, Challenger and Pajero have a true
3-tonne capacity that leaves competitors in second place.
October 25, 2010 (FPRC) -- It is a known fact that Australians love the outdoors, and whether it's for
work or recreational activities, we'll take any opportunity to get outside and appreciate those wide
open spaces. And that's where Mitsubishi's outstanding range of four-wheel drive vehicles excel,
with exceptional off road ability, great occupant safety and comfort, and excellent towing
capabilities.
Now, thanks to enhanced engineering, Mitsubishi’s Pajero, Challenger and Triton offer even more
towing capacity, sitting at the top end of the class and ahead of market leader Toyota’s Prado and
Hilux.
Mitsubishi’s Triton Single Cab and Dual Cab models and Challenger have increased their towing
capacity to three-tonnes and their tow ball download has been increased to 300kg. These increases
were made following structural, engine and transmission cooling and stability assessments and
confirmation.
The Pajero has a maximum towing capacity of three-tonnes and a maximum tow ball download of
180kg; however, when towing at 2500kg or less - as is the norm in most towing scenarios - the
maximum tow ball download increases to 250kg.
While some of Mitsubishi's competitors may lay claim to matching the excellent towing capacities of
the Pajero, Challenger and Triton, it all comes down to a viable payload capacity. This is particularly
true in the 4x4 utility segment, where Mitsubishi's Triton really shines. Although some Triton
competitors claim the three-tonne towing capacity, the reality is that, with a three-tonne load in tow,
their payload can't cope with any luggage, tools, or passengers - not a viable option in either a
working or recreational situation.
Mitsubishi’s three-tonne towing vehicles display style, safety and versatility, suited for the demands
of their hard-working owners and able to convert to family transport or recreational vehicles on
weekends.
The three vehicles all come with a comprehensive five year/130,000 whole vehicle warranty, backed
up by a 10 year/160,000 km powertrain warranty and a five year/unlimited km roadside assistance
package.
For further information, contact:
Lenore Fletcher, Head of Corporate Communications
Telephone: (08) 8275 2348
E-mail: lfletcher@mmal.com.au
www.mitsubishi-motors.com.au
Caitlin Beale, Manager of Corporate Communications
Telephone: (08) 8275 7250
E-mail: cbeale@mmal.com.au
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www.mitsubishi-motors.com.au/vehicles/4wd/pajero
www.mitsubishi-motors.com.au/vehicles/4wd/challenger
www.mitsubishi-motors.com.au/vehicles/4wd/triton

--ABOUT MITSUBISHI-Mitsubishi Motors Australia is part of the global Mitsubishi Motors organisation and is fully owned by
Mitsubishi, one of the world's largest companies.
The company's history dates back to 1870, when Mitsubishi's Japanese founder, Yataro Iwasaki,
started a shipping company with three steamships. The company grew from strength to strength
and, in 1914, registered the Mitsubishi three-diamond trademark. This symbol embodies more than
130 years of tradition, and has earned the confidence and trust of customers all over the world.
Mitsubishi takes great pride from knowing that more than 11 million people from around the world
have chosen to drive a Mitsubishi vehicle. There are Mitsubishi dealers in more than 200 sites
across Australia. These professional and knowledgeable dealers help owners ensure their
Mitsubishi car is always looked after by fully-trained Mitsubishi technicians, using genuine Mitsubishi
parts that meet stringent global standards.
Mitsubishi works hard to develop award winning new cars and automotive technology.
If you would like to know more about the Triton 4WD Ute, Challenger or Pajero, see the Mitsubishi
website.
Contact Information
For more information contact Lenore Fletcher of Mitsubishi Motors Australia
(http://www.mitsubishi-motors.com.au/)
(08) 8275 2348
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